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Dear Martin, 

Trunks for the euegestion re Gonzalez. If I thought it would or could evoomplieh 
eoythino l'a have been thero laao ago. I've been on tiny hill. I uoed to work there. I 
know the hanguos and don't for a minutia believe that Goazalve can overcome them. Or at 
thie point aake a reel dent in thee. I sepot soee time uu the Bill ou this in the paot. 
Agreed that the situation haa changed. But wino with other neo problems to be overcome. 

Ae present need is not for a speech on the floor or for him to get ue evidence. 

As I see than I have; too neede: survival awl wing the enormous amount of now 
evidence I have obtained. Getting published. Gettino tine to write more that is new. 

Aurvivul takes two forms, the one you made a crack about, not having something 
happen to se; ano being able to continue. I as without =less= resources. In its basic 
forms life is hard for AO. 

I give no thought to the first and those who can mako the second possible bavii't 
and I have no reaoon to believe mill. 

There uro foundations to suppoert everything — else. 

If I continue with the efforts I've made I'll be able to do nothing else. So 
I have node the least attaactive but I think the most sensible choice: just continue 
doing that I've boeo doing as best I can. 

Meanwhile, I don't think any foundetion or person or etans in cuing to come to 
ma and my past experiences have taught me that it is both a waste of time and an 
extra frustration and futility to go to thee. 

While I would not suggest that what I've been doing would, wero it to receive 
attention, remedy the ills of the oorld, I do think that it has much to do oith the 
fact of then* ills and that if power paid soee attention it night be a be  finning  of 
an effort to correct moo of these ills. 

Illewover, I RA not diseoiritnd about this. If I were I'd quit end beet ovre fun. 
Do other things. Maybe make S022 money. Instead I hope that at some point there will be 
soee realization that what I do is of real value and arrits some aeanisidul help. 

Tee suooestion that I take a set of books to Gonzalez is a good one. Flynt time 
I can get to the 	do it. 

Meanwhile, I hope the time cones when you can get here for a few days. I think 
that I can show you enough to make what :may seem inexplicable understandable, including 
my thinking and approach, and such stuff that might in itoelf interest you. 

Hope this copy of the book reaches you. I eid send you one as soon as I got back. 

Best reeerds, 

Jed,. Martin still talks about "that night we 
all got drunk." As you know I wasn't. I don't think 
Henry was, cithur. Unless he had beer_ boozing for hours bk.:fore ho join.-0 us. Anyway, 
Martin says "I think Hunry has a nal/ wtsneot fm-' you" and now for the first ti Ne thinks 
I'm a "hui.on 


